UNITED ROTORCRAFT PROVIDES THE HIGHEST QUALITY PAINT FINISH IN THE INDUSTRY TO HELP OUR CUSTOMERS SHOWCASE THEIR AIRCRAFT.

We offer comprehensive “one-stop” painting services with the capability to assist customers with the design of their paint scheme.

Our paint staff has decades of experience and the skills to combine their artistic ability with the science of painting aircraft to exceed customer expectations.

We use the highest quality paint system available which is specifically formulated to withstand the demands, and harsh environment of aviation.

United Rotorcraft Decatur has the capability to paint all models of helicopters up to UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter in size.

7301 SOUTH PEORIA | ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112 | 303.792.7400
1942 NORTH TRINITY | DECATUR, TX 76234 | 940.627.0626
WHERE WE PAINT

Our Decatur, Texas, facility includes a “state of the art” Global Finishing Solutions (GFS) paint facility inclusive of a large painting prep area, inventory, mixing room, and a painting booth constructed adjacent to our completions hangar to assist with producing high-quality finishes with minimal aircraft movements.

HOW WE PAINT

DOWNDRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

- The 6,600-square foot facility includes 18x63-foot paint booth featuring a high-volume downdraft ventilation system which filters the air to 98.83% particulate removal efficiency.
- Generally regarded as the best airflow style, downdraft aircraft paint booths allow gravity to pull overspray to a pit in the floor, providing a world-class finish.
- Downdraft aircraft booths can be designed for a specific aircraft to optimize the airflow design and overall efficiency. The superior ventilation system virtually eliminates dust concerns and provides consistent clear finishes throughout each stage of the process.

Our booth utilizes a computer-controlled solid state system to closely control the temperature, humidity, and high-intensity heating for faster cure cycles.

Superior lighting in the paint booth provides an enhanced work environment for our painters.